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Abstract:

Back ground: New onset atrial fibrillation
after cardiac surgery contributes to
increased morbidity , hospital length of
stay and resource utilization. Although
many aspects of atrial fibrillation after
cardiac surgery is obvious , the mechanism
by which cardiac surgery predispose
spatients to AF is unknown as yet . Recent
evidence support an inflammatory role in
development of AF . Blood transfusion
augmented the inflammatory response and
so incidence of postoperative AF. Method
: Retrospective study from January
2005 to July 2007 on 2095 patients who
underwent isolated CABG with or without
valve replacement . Variables associated
with development of new onset AF were
identified by logistic regression .Results
: Blood transfusion was performed in
487 patients that was associated with a
significant increase in new onset of AF
(45.9% vs 37.9% ; p<0.01) . Conclusion
: Blood transfusion can increase the
incidence of new onset AF after cardiac
surgery . This factor should be considered
in identifying patients who might benefit
from prophylais to prevent this common
postoperative complication and its adverse
consequencies .
Keywords: Blood transfusion, Atrial
fibrillation CABG.
Introduction
New onset atrial fibrillation occurs in
10 to 43% of patients in hospital after
cardiac surgical procedures(1-6) . It has
been reported to contribute to increased
morbidity(1-4) , hospital length of stay (1-3)
, and resource utilization (2 , 3). Although
demographic , clinical , electrophysiologic
substrates and perioperative risk factors
have been identified , the mechanism by
which cardiac surgery predisposes patients
to AF is unknown . Usually the incidence

of AF is greater in patients with previous
AF , COPD , RCA stenosis , valve surgery
, increased P wave duration , patients not
receiving β – blocker after operation and
in those with lowLVEF . Also technical
consideration that may predispose to AF
includes , venting through the SPV , more
systemic hypothermia , division of anterior
aortic fat pad and postoperative RA pacing .
Appropriate management of AF requires
identification and treatment of potential
risk factors . Likewise AF can results
from ischemia , atrial distention ,
increased sympathetic tone , electrolyte
imbalance particularly hypokalemia and
hypomagnesemia precipitated by diuresis
, acid base disturbance , sympathomimetic
medications , pneumonia atelectasis and
pulmonary edema .
Recent evidences support an inflammatory
mechanism in the development of AF(7
-9). Red blood cell transfusion modulates
the inflammatory response to cardiac
surgery by changing plasma concentrations
of inflammatory mediators and augmenting
the inflammatory response (10) . Therefore
, we tested the hypothesis that RBC
transfusion increases risk of postoperative
AF for patients undergoing cardiac surgery
with cardiopulmonary bypass .
Methods
This study was performed between
January 2005 and July 2007 in Imam
Khomeini Tehran university hospital on
2095 patients who underwent isolated
CABG with or without valve replacement.
Patient and procedural variables associated
with development of new onset AF
were identified by logistic regression.All
patien-g during hospital course through
24h telemetry . Total numbers of transfused
blood and its products in operation room
and ICU was accurately detected in files .
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Table 1 : Preoperative patients characteristics
Mean age

62± 15 y

Total number

2095

Gender
Male
female

1155(55.14%)

NYHA 1/2/3/4

15/48/37/0 %

With Transfusion

940(44.96%)

Diseased coronary artery

45.90%

3± 0.5

Associated condition

54.10%
Without Af
With Af

MR++ :232
MR+++ : 395
TR++ :35
TR+++ : 11

Without Transfusion

Results

In addition to older age , prior history of AF , β – blocker
withdrawal , longer aortic clamp time , and intensive care unit
inotropic usage , ICU blood transfusion increased risk for AF
(odds ratio unit transfused , 1.16 ; 95%confidence limits , 1.14
, 1.24 ; p<0.001) . ICU blood transfusion was done in 487
patients (fig. 1) that was associated with a significant increase
in new onset of AF (45.9% vs 37.9% ; p<0.01)(fig. 2)

52.10%

37.90%
Without Af
With Af

Table 2 : Transfused blood products and risk of AF
variable

AF

NO AF

P value

Total transfused blood
units

2± 2.8

1.1± 2

<0.01

Transfused blood units
in OR

1± 1.8

0.7± 1.4

<0.01

Transfused blood unit in
ICU

1.2±
2.2

0.5± 1.3

<0.01

Platlet in OR %

10.2%

5.9%

<0.01

Platlet in ICU %

10.4%

5.2%

<0.01

FFP in ICU %

11.4%

6.8%

<0.01

Table 3 : Relation of patient and procedural variables with AF
variable
History of AF

AF

NO AF

P value

18%

31%

<0.001

58.9min

65.6min

<0.01

Aspirin

65.2%

62.1%

0.84

Preop β - blocker

54.4%

7.9%

0.01

Mean cross clamp
time

Blood Cell Transfusion

487

With B.C.T
Without B.C.T
1508

Fig 2 : ICU blood transfusion was associated with a significant
increase in new onset AF

Discussion
Our finding offer important prognostic information for
development of postoperative AF beyond traditionally
described risk factors . We are unaware of any
investigations that examined risk for postcardiac surgery
AF related to perioperative RBC transfusion .Whether the
increased occurance in patients receiving a transfusion is
related to inflammatory changes or it is through another
mechanism is unknown ; nevertheless , transfusion is
strongly and consistently associated with increased risk
for AF .Perioperative identification of factors related to
development of AF is valuable because AF is a frequent
complication associated with postoperative morbidity
and cost . To successfully risk – stratify patients for
interventional pharmacologic trials aimed at reducing AF
, needs to acquire a clearer understanding of the factors
that predispose patients to development of AF in the
postoperative period . Trasfusion of RBC is a modifiable
process of care variable that increases the risk for this
common postoperative complication .Strategies to reduce
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the complication after cardiac surgery will impact morbid
outcomes and hospital resource utilization . ICU blood
transfusion is associated with increased occurance of
postoperative AF after cardiac surgery . This factor should
be considered in identifying patients who might benefit
from prophylaxis to prevent this common postoperative
complication .
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